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!"a#$%&e  o '&(e)e — *e Legend of Kitezh, 2006, 100/80 cm, Oil on can+as
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',-.p /$0o1.(  — Flying Carpet III, 2005, 120/100 cm, Oil on can+as



2,1,-34"&e 215/"& — Polo+tsian Dances, 2005, 70/90 cm, Oil on can+as
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2e Firebird
In ancient Greek and Egyptian myths a magical bird occurs whose \ery death and rebirth was to resemble 
the cycles of the sun. ]e ‘Phoenix’ was believed to live for many centuries to \nally burn itself to ashes on 
an altar of \re from which a new phoenix arose. “Part of his plumage is gold and part is crimson and for most 
part he is very much like an eagle”, reported the Greek historian Herodotus, who also cautioned his readers: 
“I have not seen it for myself, except in a picture.”
]e Firebird we see in Russian folk tales is, likewise, a fantastic, illuminating creature, whose feathers contain 
magical power, as in ‘]e Tale of Ivan Tsarevich and the Firebird’ and ‘Kaschei the Immortal’. ]e origins 
of the bird-image travelled a long way. In terms of archetype, which makes the collective subconscience of 
remote cultures come up with the same mythical image, what also in^uenced Slavic mythology was its vicin-
ity to Indo-European and Asian sources for more than 3000 years. Fragments of the ancient beliefs survive 
up to this day in folk customs, songs and stories of all Slavic nations. With the Christianization of Russia the 
Firebird gradually became part of Christian symbolism, representing resurrection and eternal life, while at 
the same time the mysterious echo of the pagan rituals and the presence of the exotic East remained.

]e presence of these deeply rooted layers is what makes Russian culture so intriguing and why  in the early 
20th century a group of artists, writers and composers drawn by their powerful impressario to show Russia 
to the West, excelled in evoking Slavic motifs in Oriental settings; the export trademark known as the ‘Ballet 
Russes’. When Sergei Diaghilev (1872-1929), founder of the journal/art movement ‘World of Art’ (Mir 
Istkusstva) and the ‘Ballet Russes’, planned a new ballet, to stage in Paris in 1910, his idea was to dedicate 
it to the Firebird of the Russian fairy tales. It became a suite of dances, ‘Le Festin’, of which one part was 
named: ‘L’Oiseau de Feu’ with Tamara Karsavina as the Firebird and Vaslav Nijinski dancing the Prince. 
Costume designs by Leon Bakst (1866-1924) and the inovating score of Igor Stravinsky (1882-1971) caused 
great sensation among the Western public.
During the 20th century Western artists responded to Russian culture as Russian artists have looked towards 
the West. It is in this fusion of artistic elements and sources that a truly universal and increasingly beautiful 
concept of art is formed.
Today, an artist with great fascination and love for Russian culture presents an exhibition of paintings at the 
Diaghilev Center of St. Petersburg, in witness of her a_nity, talents and joy  to comprehend the vast expanse 
of the Russian soul.
MARYLEEN SCHILTKAMP is an international artist whose oil on canvas paintings combine classical 
order with colorful temperament, and a wide reference to the continuity of tradition in art. She has had 
numerous solo as well as group exhibitions in galleries and museums in New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, 
Curacao, ]e Netherlands, and St. Petersburg, Russia. Her work is in many private and public collections 
throughout the world. Maryleen studied graphic design at the Rietveld Academie and classical \ne art, 
painting and sculpting, at the Rijksakademie van Beeldende Kunsten, both in Amsterdam, ]e Nether-
lands. Additionally, she also studied Geology at the Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam. Maryleen was born 
in Curacao, Netherlands Antilles in 1959 of Dutch heritage. At present she lives and maintains a studio in 
Amsterdam and in St. Petersburg.
Selected list of exhibitions:
2007 - Manege, group show of St. Petersburg artists, St. Petersburg
2003 - Bunhgei Shunju Gallery, Tokyo
2003 - Nippon Gallery, New York, NY
2002 - Atelier International, New York, NY
2001 - Curacao Museum, Curacao (NA)
1997 - Ginza Nagasaki Art Gallery, Tokyo
1995 - Sylvia White Gallery, Los Angeles, CA
1993 - Studio 2000 Art Gallery, Amsterdam

C3/ O$FG 6@& — Blue Forest, 2006, 70/90 cm, Oil on can+as

Maryleen’s Russian paintings can be divided in works presenting theme’s from Russian folktales, legends and 
oriental motifs, and works in which the Russian landscape is the subject, as in ‘Landscape of Miracle’, ‘Rus-
sian Landscape’ and ‘Blue Forest’. Oriental motifs are abundant in this exhibition especially in ‘Polovtsian 
Dances’, ‘Scheherazade’ and ‘Orientalism’. ]ese theatrical paintings have a strong connection with Russian 
opera’s and ballet’s of the late 19th and early 20th century. Maryleen’s extraordinary original artwork and 
impressive technique show her great ability and interest to work on theatre-productions as stage-designer/
artist for the opera and ballet. ]e musical contents inspired the artist to make a brilliant statement about the 
Eurasian roots of Russia’s identity in her essay ‘Polovtsian Dances’.
In several paintings based on folktales and legends, the artist was inspired by Ivan Bilibin’s sketches in1929 
for the opera’s ‘]e Tale of Tsar Saltan’ and ‘]e Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh and the Maiden 
Fevronia’ by Rimsky-Korsakov. Ivan Bilibin (1876-1942) was a remarkable artist who was drawn to the re-
moteness of the wilderness of Old Russia that gave rise to the legends. He worked as as illustrator of fairy tale 
books in which he showed a strong sense of traditional design, fantasy, folklore and historical and geographi-
cal authenticity. In later years he applied his vision to sets and costumes of Russian opera’s. Other artists 
Victor Vasnetsov, Ilya Repin and Vasily Surikov, with their narrative style of folkthemes and epic history 
– the amazing seascape painter Ivan Aivazovsky – the ‘Peredvizniki’ (]e Wanderers), a group of realist 
painters formed in 1890 by the nationalist critic Vladimir Stasov, including Repin, Savrasov, Levitan, Polen-
ov, Kundji, Ghe – and the artists related to Diaghilev’s ‘Mir Iskusstva’: Nikolai Roerich, Natalia Goncharova, 
Alexander Benois and Leon Bakst, with his costume designs for Stravinsky’s Firebird, Maryleen Schiltkamp 
considers to belong to her artistic family.
I know the Firebird lived in Arabia near a cool well, where each morning it bathed and sang an alluring song. 
Incense, cinnamon and myrrh was its meal. *ere was one Firebird in the world and it could live for centuries 
until it felt the time had come. *e Firebird would then build a high nest on top of a palm or an oak tree. 
*ere the birds wings bursts into Pames to become an altar of Qre. Out of the smoldering ashes a new, Pedging 
Firebird arises. ARer it gains strenght and tests its wings, the new Firebird gathers up the ashes of its former self. 
keeps them inside an egg made of myrrh and in so+ereign Pight brings it to the Temple of the Sun in Heliopolis, 
Egypt, where it places the egg on the altar of the sungod Ra. *e Firebird is now See to return to the East and 
begin its enchanting centuries of new life.

february 2007 – www.maryleenschiltkamp.com – Russian translation: Dr. Olga Tielkes

N<//"&D 23D#$) — Russian Landscape, 2006, 70/80 cm, Oil on can+as


